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EXPONENTIALLY IMPROVED STATIONARY 

PHASE APPROXIMATIONS FOR DOUBLE INTEGRALS 

D. Kaminski 

ABSTRACT. It is well-known that the accuracy of asymptotic expansions can be 
improved for even moderate values of the asymptotic parameter if one includes 
exponentially small terms in the expansion. However, in most incarnations of 
the two-dimensional stationary phase method, this is never done, even though 
the practice of including subdominant terms is commonplace for the asymptotic 
analysis of one-dimensional oscillatory integrals with a large parameter. 

In this paper, it is shown how one may meaningfully determine appropriate 
exponentially small terms for inclusion in the asymptotic expansion of an oscilla- 
tory double integral over a domain in the real plane. The approach involves the 
use of surfaces of steepest descent through complex saddle points, and is detailed 
for an oscillatory integral with no real critical points. 

1. Introduction 

In Professor F. W. J. Olver's monograph, Asymptotics and Special Functions, it is 
pointed out that numerically useful asymptotic expansions can result when one in- 
cludes exponentially small terms in the expansion. Professor Olver illustrates this 
with the example of the expansion of 

9   fc 

S(m) = - / 
T Jo 

,\   771 

dt 

evaluated at m = 4 [Olv, Ch. 3, §10.3]. He further remarks that this observation had 
been made far earlier, as far back as Stokes [Olv, p. 105]. 

The inclusion of exponentially subdominant terms is now common practice in preci- 
sion asymptotics, but does not appear to have played much of a role in the asymptotic 
analysis of oscillatory multidimensional integrals. The usual approach there, for two- 
dimensional integrals, is to observe that if the smooth phase function / in a double 
integral 

/(A) =  fj g(x, y)eiX^x^dx dy (1.1) 

has no critical point in D, and if the amplitude g is smooth throughout JD, then the 
principal asymptotic behaviour of (1.1) comes from points where dD has a discontinu- 
ously turning tangent, or where the level set / = constant is tangent to dD. Standard 
techniques (based on partial integration using Green's formula) result in an asymptotic 
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expansion of /(A) for large A expressed solely in terms of these "boundary terms." In 
particular, if g is compactly supported in the interior of D, stationary phase yields 
the singularly unsatisfactory result: /(A) = 0(X~n) for all n = 0,1,2,...; see, for 
example, the monographs [Jones], [Wong] or [BH]. 

However, if the amplitude and phase functions appearing in (1.1) are analytic in 
each of their arguments in a domain in C x C, then something more can be said. In 
this setting, M. V. Fedoryuk showed that one can modify the saddle point method so 
as to allow the use of complex saddle points in the development of the asymptotics 
of /(A). One proceeds by deforming the domain D into a new domain Df in C x C 
for which dD = dD', and for which Re if decreases along this deformation. The 
idea, then, is to replace (1.1) by a similar expression, but now integrated over the new 
domain D'. In this way, one may bring complex saddle points into the large A analysis 
of the behaviour of /(A); see [Fed] (or [Kami] for an English language summary of 
these ideas). Two difficulties with this approach, however, are the deformation process 
used to arrive at the new integration domain .D7, and some measure of ambiguity in 
choosing branches of surds that appear in the computation of the contribution of the 
complex saddle point. 

Theoretical work [Pham] that replaces the domain D = E2 (for the case of double 
integrals) by a sum of "Lefschetz thimbles" more closely parallels the operation of 
the steepest descent method, in the sense that an integration "contour" D without 
boundary is replaced by a sum of integration cycles, each of which contains a critical 
point of the phase, and over which the function if has decreasing real part (as one 
moves away from the critical point), and constant imaginary part. Unfortunately, the 
work in [Pham] is of an abstract character, and gives no indication as to how one can 
construct, in a practical fashion, the equivalent integration cycle(s). 

A more constructive approach has been taken by F. Ursell, in which the asymptotics 
of a function defined by a double integral in C x C are developed; see [Urs]. In this 
setting, the surface over which the integral is defined is constructed with the use of 
steepest descent curves. This construction is mentioned again in the final section of 
this paper. 

Practical use has also been made of the contributions made to oscillatory integrals 
by complex saddle points. In [IN], Ikuno and Nishimoto observe that a stationary 
phase approximation of a double integral in an optics problem can be made to yield 
numerically improved values if certain complex stationary points are allowed into the 
asymptotic approximation. One goal of this paper is to set some of their work into 
a more rigorous framework, showing, in particular, which of the complex stationary 
points should be included in the development of an asymptotic approximation. 

It should be noted that the contributions of complex saddle points to the asymptotic 
behaviour of oscillatory integrals can be expected to play a significant role in the study 
of hyperasymptotics of multidimensional integrals; see [BeH, p. 673]. 

2. A special case 

As is often the case with asymptotics, we will not be presenting and proving a suite of 
general theorems. Rather, we will select one reasonably representative example, and 
illustrate our approach to the problem by carefully examining this example in some 
detail. With that restricted aim, we will establish the following result: 
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Theorem 2.1. Let /(A) be the function defined by 

J(A)=  / f exs^wUzdw (2.1) 

where 

S(z, w) = i{w2 + l)(^3/3 + z) (2.2) 

and Z) is a real, bounded domain in the real (z^w)-plane. If D contains the origin, 
then the asymptotic expansion of (2.1), as A —> +oo, includes a contribution of the 
complex saddle (i, 0) of the form 

xv!e"2A/3i>A"j72 (2-3) 
j=0 

where CLQ = 1. 

We will later wish to compare numerical values for /(A) with values obtained from 
asymptotic estimates. For that comparison, we will use an integration domain of 
[—1,1] x [—1,1]. This domain will exhibit two types of boundary critical points: 
corners, and points of tangency of the boundary with level sets of Im S. 

Although the integral 7(A) in (2.1) is a simple one, this will serve as an adequate 
basis for the analysis of more general integrals, for a number of reasons. First, many 
analytic functions can be represented in a canonical form as a polynomial - thus, in 
some cases, one need only consider polynomial phase functions S. Second, the choice 
of a constant amplitude function is not overly restrictive, as a more general class of 
analytic amplitudes does not introduce any new difficulties - we would only need to 
conduct a termwise integration of the amplitude's Taylor series centered at the critical 
point in order to accommodate non-constant amplitudes. Finally, for non-polynomial 
phases, one would need to make greater use of numerical solutions of autonomous 
systems. 

Observe that the phase function (2.2) has a total of eight critical points: (±z,0), 
(0, ±i), and -(iiVS, ±*)- We note that 5(i, 0) = -2/3, S(-i, 0) = 2/3 and 5(any other 
critical point) = 0, so that, in every case, Im S = 0 at a critical point. We shall 
determine which critical points are relevant to the asymptotic behaviour of (2.1) by 
employing Fedoryuk's deformation process. 

3. The deformation process in the plane 

Prior to proceeding with the analysis of the double integral (2.1), it is perhaps helpful 
to first examine the technique we shall be using in the more familiar setting of the 
complex plane. Let 

J(A) =  f1 eiX^l*+xHx, (3.1) 

where A is, as before, a large positive parameter. It is easy to show [Wong, Chap. 1, 
§2] that J has the asymptotic behaviour 

AA) = i5in(f)-^c™(f)+0(i),    ^+oo. (3.2) 
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We shall show that, by appropriately deforming the initial integration contour, the 
closed interval [—1, +1], we can also include an exponentially negligible term. 

The approach we take to accomplish this begins by constructing all trajectories of 
the gradient system 

(u,v) = -VRe i((u + iv)3/3 + {u + iv)) = (2uv,u2 -v2 + 1) 

beginning at points of the real interval [—1,+1], i.e., satisfying the initial conditions 
u(0) = ^05 v(0) = 0, for UQ € [—1, +1]. Here, we make the identification x = u -f iv. 

We note that if u ever vanishes, then u = 0 and v = 1 — v2. Thus, the trajectory 
issuing from u = v = 0 never leaves the v-axis, and further, can never pass through 
the point where v = 1, which gives an equilibrium point for the system. Since the 
initial conditions for each trajectory have v(0) = 0, every trajectory moves off the 
it-axis into the upper half plane. 

The union of the system's trajectories produces a planar region bounded by the 
interval [—1,-1-1], two curves issuing from ±1 into the upper half plane v > 0, and a 
curve which passes through the point x = i\ see Fig. 1. 

v = Imx 

u = Rex 

FIGURE 1. The planar region generated by trajectories issuing from [—1, +1]. 

As is known from classical steepest descent methodology, every trajectory con- 
structed with this autonomous system is part of a level curve Im i(x3/S + x) = const. 
In particular, the trajectory through (UQ, 0) in the ^v-plane passes along a component 
of 

-U3 — UV2 -\-U= -UQ + IAQ- 

In the case of UQ = 0, this simplifies to the curves u = 0 and u2/S — v2 + 1 = 0. This 
last possibility yields the bounding curve of the planar region which passes through 
the point x = i. 
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Because of the exponential decay in the integrand of J, we may write 

/.ooe™'6 />ooe5,ri/6 rooe*i/6 

j(A) = - / e'^/^^dx + / e^3/3+*W + / eiXlx*'s+x)dx; 
Jl J-l Jooe5**/6 (3.3) 

the various contours for these integrals are the bounding arcs of the region containing 
the trajectories issuing from [—1,-f-l], and are illustrated in Fig. 1. Routine com- 
putation reveals that the last integral in (3.3) is expressible as 2ir • A-1/3 • Ai(A2/3); 
the remaining two integrals in (3.3) give rise to the usual asymptotic expansion one 
obtains for J(A), given earlier as (3.2). 

With this Airy function term included, our asymptotic approximation can be im- 
proved to 

That the Airy function term is indeed of exponentially small order is readily apparent 
from its well-known asymptotic expansion. 

The inclusion of an asymptotically negligible term such as the Airy function term 
can render the resulting approximation far more useful numerically at modest values of 
the argument A. In the present case, for A as small as 2, the improved approximation 
commits a relative error of 7%, whereas the simpler expression at A = 2 produces a 
relative error of 45%. 

4.  Constructing the steepest descent surface 

Our starting point in the construction of the steepest descent surface(s) (the inte- 
gration chains of Pham) is the autonomous system used by Fedoryuk to perform the 
deformation of the original integration domain D. The process mimicks closely the 
planar situation in the previous section. 

Since we wish to replace D by a new two-dimensional domain over which Im S is 
constant, and over which max Re S is achieved only at the critical point, we consider 
the curves of steepest descent of S issuing from points of D, viz., 

(i, y, it, v) = -VRe S(x, y, u, v), (4.1) 

where we have identified z with x + iy, w with u + iv, x, T/, W, and v all real, and we 
write S(z,w) = S(x,y1u,v). Here, the gradient is taken with respect to a;, y, u and v. 
The parameter t is a nonnegative real number, so that (x(0), 2/(0), u(0), v(0)) is always 
a point of D, and Re 5(a;(t),y(t)J^Wj v(t)) decreases with increasing t. It is easy to 
show that along a trajectory of (4.1), we have Im S = Im S(x(Q),y(Q),u(0),v(Q)). 

Note that we cannot define a steepest descent surface merely by setting Im 5 = 
Im 5(20,^0)} as is the case for steepest descent in the plane, since such a level hyper- 
surface has dimension three — one dimension too many for our integral. Note, too, 
that a saddle point (ZQ^WQ) of S is a singular point of the variety Im S = Im S(zo, WQ). 

Let us call a saddle point (ZQ^WQ) accessible from the domain D if there is a tra- 
jectory of (4.1) issuing from a point of D such that 

(z0,wo) = Hm (x{t),y(t)Mt)Mt))- (4-2) 
r—►00 
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Furthermore, let us define the three-dimensional solid ft by 

n = closure of    \J{(x{t)9y{t)Mt)At)) - (a?(0),»(0),t*(0),v(0)) € D}.   (4.3) 
t>o 

Observe that ft can be equipped with an orientation determined by an orientation of 
D, since D will be a face of ft. 

If (zo,wo) is the sole critical point accessible from the real planar domain D, 
(-zoj^o) ^ A then Q, will have a boundary comprised of three components: D, the 
union of trajectories of (4.1) issuing from 9JD, and a surface E containing (;zo, wo)- Let 
us call S the steepest descent surface of S through (zo,wo) determined by D. Defined 
this way, E is uniquely determined. 

For the choice of phase function in (2.2), we can explicitly determine E. 
Observe that if we set rr(0) = 0, and v(0) = 0 as initial conditions in (4.1), then 

-VRe 5(0, T/, tt, 0) = (0, (1 - y2){l + u2), 2uy{\ - y2/3),0) 

whence we obtain x = v = 0.   In turn, this gives, for all t > 0, #(£) = v(t) = 
0.   Therefore, the gradient system (4.1) with initial data (:r(0),2/(0),^(0),?;(0)) = 
(0,0,^,0) G D results in a flow that is entirely contained in the yu-plane of C x C. 
(Other trajectories, of course, do not lie within planes.) 

This restricted system, 

y = (l+t4
2)(l-»2)>    u = 2uy(l-y2/3), (4.4) 

gives rise to the trajectories presented in Fig. 2. Observe that only the critical point 

0.5 

-0.5 

FIGURE 2. Flows of the restricted gradient system (3.4). 

(u,y) = (0,1) is accessible by a trajectory from the u-axis. Thus, since this is the 
x = v = 0 slice of C x C, we see that the saddle point (ZQ^WQ) = (i^O) is accessible 
from the domain D. 
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We also see that the steepest descent surface S contains the line u H-> (Z, U) C CX C, 
with u ranging over the real numbers. 

More, in fact, can be said. Let us say that a surface S is obtained through 
coordinatewise steepest descent if S contains a saddle point (20,^0) of a holomor- 
phic function, f(z,w), and S is obtained by first constructing the steepest descent 
curve Im f(z,wo) = Im f(zo,wo), and then, at each point (Z'^WQ) along this section, 
one fashions the steepest descent curves Im f(zl\w) = Im f(zf,wo) (= Im f(zo,wo)). 

Proposition 4.1. Let f(z,w) be an entire function, with saddle point {ZQ^WQ) not 
contained in a domain D. If S is the steepest descent surface for f through (ZQ^WQ), 

and if(zQ, WQ) is accessible from D, then S is a coordinatewise steepest descent surface. 

Proof. This is a simple consequence of the alternative form of the autonomous system 
(4.1): 

{z,w) =-{TZ,JZ\ (4.5) 

where the overline indicates complex conjugation. Let (z'^w') be a point of S. The 
steepest descent curve through z = z' of /(z,?//) is obtained from z = —fz(z1w

f)y and 
the steepest descent curve through w = w' of f{z\w) comes from w = —fwiz'^w). 
Both of these cases, at (z^w'), are subsumed in (4.5).    □ 

The restriction of accessibility from a domain can be removed, since the domain D 
was arbitrary. 

Returning to our phase function S and our steepest descent surface E, we see that 
an explicit characterisation of S can be obtained by taking a point of the line we know 
S contains, and then constructing steepest descent curves through points of that line. 

At the critical point (zo,wo) = (fc\0), if we look for steepest descent curves in the 
w = 0 section, we obtain one arch of the hyperbola y2 = x2/S + 1 (the branch that, 
in the z = x + iy plane, passes through (x,y) = (0,1)). Repeating the analysis for 
2-plane steepest descent curves through (z,w) = (i^u), u real, results in the same 
curve, as can be seen from 

Im S(x9y,u,v) = x(l + u2)(l+x2/3 - y2) = Im S(0,l,t*,0) = 0. 

Consequently, E is nothing more than a Cartesian product of a line in the plane with 
one branch of a hyperbola. 

5. The contribution of the saddle point 

Let us define /s(A) by 

' " exs{z>w)dzdw. (5.1) w)-IL 
If we can parametrize E, we can easily develop an asymptotic expansion of is for 
large A. 

We seek a parametrisation z — ^(cr,r), w = w(a,T) such that 

(z, w) : (a, r) *-> E,    (7, r real, 

and satisfying (z(0,0),w(0,0)) = (i,0). Ideally, the phase 5, when evaluated at 
(z(<T,T),u;(a,T)), should result in an expression of the form const - a2 — r2, par- 
alleling in a natural way what happens for steepest descent in the complex plane. The 
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sum of squares could readily be replaced by any nonnegative real-valued function of 
a and r that vanishes only at its solitary critical point a = r = 0. 

Since S is a Cartesian product, we can find a parametrisation of the form z = z(cr), 
w = W(T). Furthermore, since E is a ruled surface, with the rulings occuring along 
the Re ^-direction, a natural choice for W{T) is ^(r) = r. With this choice for w, we 
find that 

Im [S(Z{G), W(T)) - S(i,0)] = Im [z(r2 + l)(^(^)3/3 + z{a) - 2i/3)] 

= (r2 + l)(a;(^)3/3 - x{a) y{af + x(a)), 

where, as before, z = x + iy. Since this expression must vanish, we must have x = 0 
or x2/3 - y2 + 1 = 0. The choice 

a;(cr) = vSsinhfl-,     y{(T) = cosho- 

is evidently a parametrisation which will satisfy z(0) = i. A parametrisation of E is 
therefore furnished by 

(z,w) = (v3 sinhtr + zcosh(j,r). (5.2) 

It is readily verified that S(Z((T),W(T)) has its only critical point at the origin, and 
that the origin gives a global maximum. Furthermore, 

S(z(a),w(r)) - 3(1,0)    =    | [l - (1 + r2)(l + 4sinh2 a) cosh a] (5.3) 

=    -3a2 - |r2 - ^r4 - 3<r2T2 + 0(5),     (<r,T-0), 

where the big 'oh5 in the second line indicates terms of order > 5. 
Thus, we may write 

Is (A) = ff exsdzdw = exsW ff ^(zM-sdfi))^ dv} 

/+OO      /• + OO 
/ efMl-(l+-2)(l+4^^)cosh.](v^cosh£r+.sinh(r)rf<rdT; 

-co    •/ — oo 

upon making use of the parametrisation (5.2).   In view of (5.3), we transform to 
izr-coordinates by setting 

u2 =^(1 + r2)((l 4- 4sinh2 a) cosha - 1) 

=(72(l + r2 + ^c72 + ...)    ((T,T^0) 

from which we see that u = a+ higher order terms near the origin. Accordingly, our 
integral becomes 

Is (A) =e-2A/3 /+00 T'e-Ms^+F^^cosh^^^^inh^^))!^^^ 

/+oo    /-foo 
/       e-A(3,i+fT)G(W,T)dUdT 

-CXD    J —OO 
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where we have set 

rw \ OO 

G(u, T) = (cosh a(u, r) -f -^ sinh a{u, r))   y T) = ^ 9kiukTl. (5.4) 
V6 a[u>T)      k,l=0 

Finally, the change to polar coordinates u = (1 /y/S)rcos0\ r = w§rsin0 produces 

R oo o(l-k)/2     roo r2ir 

V n=0ifc+/=n ^ ^ 

In view of the evaluation 2/g     cosM~1xsinI'~1a;drr = B(fjb/2,i//2), where S is the 
beta function, we may write, instead, 

r m     /3e-2A/3 v V 3('"fc)/2, , r((fc + i)/2)r((f + i)/2) J=(A)~V2—
A
-^  ^      2'/2    9klCkl AC^OT^ ' 

n=0k+l=n 

where the numbers CM are zero if either k or / is odd, and 1 for k and / both even. 
This reduces further to 

fo p-2\/3   o0     -i      n    on-2k 
/E(A)

 ~ VI ~A~ S F E 2=rfl»^-Mr(* + (i/2))r(/ + (1/2)), 
n=0 A;=0 

whence use of the relation 

r(* + (i/2)) = (i/2).r(i/2) 

results in 

wA)~f4.^|(i)'ig(?)'«^(i)4(i)^.(«) 
The numbers ^^ are readily determined. The first few values are 

goo = 1, 
#10 = i/v^J, #01 — 0> 
920 = -5/8, £11 = 0,    £02 = -1/2, 
030 = -4i/(3V5), 021 = 0,   012 = -i/V5,    003 = 0. 

An approximation to is, for subsequent use, is therefore 

/sW^/fe—[l-^ + 0(i) (5.6) 

as A —► +00. 
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6. Deforming the integration domain D 

Applying the deformation process (4.1) results in five smooth pieces: four pieces result 
from the integral curves issuing from each edge of D; the final piece is E. 

Call the pieces resulting from the edges Fi,... ,F4. By their construction, exs^z,w^ 
decays exponentially along each Fi. Observe, too, that although the surface obtained 
by forming \J Fi is non-smooth along trajectories issuing from the corners of D, when 
Q is equipped with an orientation, the induced orientation on the i^'s is such that 
the contributions to the asymptotic behaviour of the integral taken over each "face" 
cancel in pairs along the trajectories issuing from the corners of D. 

It is also clear that D and E must be oppositely oriented. This follows from consid- 
eration of the orientation of Q induced on the pieces Fi, ..., F4, E and D; see Fig. 3. 

FIGURE 3. Orientation of the boundary of O. 

Accordingly, with the orientations depicted in Fig. 3, we have 

/an (A) = ID(X) + /-s(A) + ^/^(A) = 0, 
i=l 

or 

1(A) = ID(A) = IE(A)-£/*(*), (6.1) 
i=l 

where lu indicates the integral //^ exsdz dw. The contributions of the "face" integrals 
amount to nothing other than the contributions to the value of ID made by boundary 
stationary points and corner points of the domain D. Routine computation reveals 
that the corner points of D give rise to the approximation 

-sMfHGW' 
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while the boundary stationary points at (z,w) = (1,0) and (z,w) = (0,-1) give rise 
to the approximation 

_C0S^___J+^_J. 
Combining these two approximations gives rise to the usual stationary phase approx- 
imation 

ID{\) ~ AuiX) = 2^372 cos ( y - 4 
3 /8A\ 

8^COS(TJ- 

However, in view of (6.1) and (5.6), we have the improved approximation 

ID{\) ~ AuiX) + 
AV2 1- 

24A 
= ^(A). 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

7.  Closing remarks 

Some idea of the improvement obtained by including the exponentially decaying term 
is can be seen by examining the approximations (6.2) and (6.3) and comparing the 
errors committed by each approximation. To that end, we computed several values of 
/(A) for a range of small values of A by representing /(A) as a power series. The result 
of these computations is presented in the accompanying table. 

A 7(A) AuiX) AEiX) AuiX)-IiX) ABiX)-IiX) 
3.2 -0.112357 -0.254251 -0.124818 -0.1419 -0.0125 
3.4 -0.0863760 -0.206723 -0.0994809 -0.1203 -0.0131 
3.6 -0.0554468 -0.157753 -0.0686500 -0.1023 -0.0132 
3.8 -0.0237642 -0.110225 -0.0360057 -0.0865 -0.0122 
4.0 0.00673929 -0.0652479 -0.00328443 -0.0720 -0.0100 
4.2 0.0354874 -0.0230782 0.0287617 -0.0586 -0.0067 
4.4 0.0623603 0.0160900 0.0595436 -0.0463 -0.0028 
4.6 0.0870081 0.0516095 0.0880977 -0.0354 0.0011 
4.8 0.108499 0.0822101 0.112899 -0.0263 0.0044 
5.0 0.125328 0.106154 0.132005 -0.0192 0.0067 
5.2 0.135713 0.121624 0.143430 -0.0141 0.0077 
5.4 0.138062 0.127209 0.145626 -0.0109 0.0076 
5.6 0.131444 0.122335 0.137910 -0.0091 0.0065 
5.8 0.115936 0.107543 0.120729 -0.0084 0.0048 
6.0 0.0927487 0.0845190 0.0956934 -0.0082 0.0029 

TABLE 1. Comparison of absolute errors committed by the usual sta- 
tionary phase method, and the stationary phase method augmented 
with the inclusion of exponentially small terms. 

As is apparent, the absolute errors committed by either approximation decrease as 
A increases, but the improved approximation commits an absolute error that is con- 
sistently smaller than that committed by the usual result of the method of stationary 
phase. 
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Before closing, we mention the work of Ursell in [Urs], in which integrals of the 
form 

/ / G(a;5?/,a,/357)exp{iiV(a:3/3 4-2/3/3 + ^ + ^ + 7^y)} dxdy       (7.1) 

are considered. Here, 5 is either a bounded surface, or an unbounded surface over 
which the integrand exhibits exponential decay for large |x| -h \y\. The parameters a, 
(3 and 7 are small complex numbers, and the goal of the work in [Urs] is to develop a 
large N asymptotic expansion of (7.1) which remains uniformly valid for all sufficiently 
small |a|, \/3\ and |7|. 

By working with a perturbation of the phase function of (7.1) (effectively, replacing 
a by a 4- a and /? with f3 + r), and taking advantage of the fact that the surface of 
steepest descent for the case 7 = 0 is a Cartesian product of two plane curves (one 
in the x-plane, one in the 2/-plane), Professor Ursell is able to construct a suitable 
surface over which the saddle point method can be applied. The constructions he uses 
(especially in §4 of [Urs]) resemble in many respects the idea of coordinatewise steepest 
descent surfaces. An important difference, however, is the systematic deformation 
process we used in order to determine which surfaces through complex stationary 
points were to be used in the development of the asymptotics of (2.1). 

There remain many points to be addressed with the technique described in this 
paper, some of which concern Q and the holomorphicity of / and #; recall eqn. (1.1). 
For example, it is unknown what expansion results when the deformation process 
creates an Q in which part of fi lies outside the domain of holomorphy of g. A similar 
question can be raised in the circumstance when E, or one of the "faces" Fi, is tangent 
to the domain of holomorphy of g. 

A more pressing concern is the representation of (2.1) in the form (6.1). The 
discussion in § 6 is of an intuitive character, and lacks rigour. This is due, in part, to 
the fact that the trajectories that constitute Q, can only be studied qualitatively. A 
more appealing way of obtaining (6.1) would be to proceed by considering a ball of 
radius iV, say, 

BN = {(z,w):\z\2 + \w\2<N}, 

and forming 

J7JV = fl n -B/v* 

fijv would have a boundary consisting of portions of the faces i^, a portion of S, and 
a new piece, say SN, contained in dB^. Since the vector field VRe S has only finitely 
many critical points, for large enough N, VRe S is not tangent to OBN- From this, 
we can conclude SN is of dimension 2. 

To show that a relationship such as (6.1) holds, it would suffice to show that 

/    exsdzdw = o(l) as N -> 00. (7.2) 
J SN 

Since exs decays exponentially on ft as \z\ 4- l^l —>.oo, (7.2) follows if it can be shown 
that VO\(SN) = 0(N€) for some real 6. This seems intuitively clear, but computing SN 

from the trajectories issuing from D is virtually impossible in all but the most simple 
cases. Success in this approach may come from a study of the large-scale structure of 
E and the F^s. Some preliminary results of such a study can be found in [Kam2]. 
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